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Answer the following questions:

Question 1
(25 Marks)

Choose the most appropriate answer:

l.L Smoke in CI engines is noticed during: SMarks)

a) Starting and iOting b) Light loads

.j n"u..y l,oads d) Acceleration

1"2 NO, emission in sI engines will be lowest during: (5 Marks)

a) Idling b) AccetJrating c) Decelerating d) Partial Load

1.3 Lead compounds are added in gasoline to: (5 Marks)

a) Reduce HC emissions b) Reduce Knocking

"j 
n"do"e Exhaust temperature d) Increase power output

1.4 Barium compounds are added in cI engines fuels to: (5 Marks)

a) Reduce HCemissions b) Reduce soot

c) Reduce smoke d) b& C

1.5 The main gases that participating in the green house phenomena are:

a) NO', COr, SOz anilCO b) CII4' CO' CFC and COz (5 Marks)

"i 
COuNOz, C Hn and CFC d) Os, SOz' CFC and C H+

Question 2 -- -:- 
(25 Marks)

zir neport the factors affecting emission from spark ignition engine- (5 Marks)

2.2 Suggst alternative fuels can be considered good for petrol engines from

exhaust emission? 
(5 Marks)

2.3 Explain with equations the cause of formation of No in petrol engine

exhaust. 
' (5 Marks)

2.4 Aspark ignition engine driving a car uses, on average 100 grams of gasoline

per mile traveled. The averagelemissions from the engine are 2'0r 3'0 and 20

grams per mile NOz, HC, and co, respectively. The engine operates with a

stoichiometric gusotio" air mixture. Find the average concentrations in parts

per million of fiOr, HC, and CO in engine exhaust. (10 Marks)

Quest ion3 , .  r , - - ! -  
SMarks)

3.1 Discuss the suitability of the following fuels in diesel engines

a) Methanor gas b) Natural gas 
(8 Marks)

3.2 What are the sources of evaporative emission in diesel engines? Horv it can be

controlled? 
(8 Marks)

3.3 Explain the factors that affect emission concentration from diesel engines.
(9 Marks)



Qenestione 4 (25 Marks)

4.1 Discuss the air pollution from gas furbines and compane it with emissions from
conventional piston engines. (5 Marks)

4.2 Describe the mechanism of smoke formation. IIow smoke intensitv can be
measured? (7 Marlis)

43 Petrol having an analysis 85% C and lso/.o Hz by mass is burned with 17 times its
mass of air. Determine the mass of each gas in the exhaust. (13 Marks)
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